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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we show that the rational functions are not worse than the 
spline functions as a tool for approximation in L, metric (1 < p < cc ). 
Denote by H, the set of all algebraic polynomials of nth degree with real 
coefficients and by R, the set of all rational functions of nth degree, i.e., 
RE R, if R= P,/P,,P,, P2e H,. By S(k, n, [a, b]) we shall denote the set 
of all piecewise polynomial functions (spline functions with defect) of 
degree k- 1 with n + 1 free knots on [a, b], i.e., cp E S(k, n, [a, b]) if there 
exists n+ 1 points xO=a<x, < ... <x, =h such that in each interval 
(Xi- 1, xi), cp is an algebraic polynomial of degree k - 1. 
Denote by R,(f), = R,(f, [a, hl),, and St(f), = S:(J [a, h]), the best 
approximations offrz L,[a, b], 1 < p < co, by means of the elements of R,, 
and S(k, n, [a, h]), respectively, in L, metric, i.e., 
K(f), = Uf, [a, hl )p = inff IIj- Rll,,: R E R,}, 
Sk(f) = ZX.L [la, bl I,, = inff IV- ‘pII,: q E S(k, n, [u, h])}. 
BY llfll, = llfll /.,,[a,hl we shall denote the L, norm of .f on [a, 61 
(1 dpd m). 
Throughout the paper C, C,, C, ,..., D, D ,,... denote positive constants 
depending only on the corresponding parameters which can be written in 
brackets. 
It is well known that the rational and spline approximations of functions 
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are closely connected. V. A. Popov [I] proved the following estimate: If 
.fEC to, 1,, then for 17 3 1 
%!.f). 62’n ’ f R,(f), 
I’=0 
In [2] we have obtained the following two estimates: 
(i) If .f~L~+,[a,hl, 1 dp<co, E>O, k>l and x>O, then for 
n>max{l,k-1) 
R,,(f),< Cn ’ 2 v’ ‘mf),+c~ (1) 
Y= I 
where C = C(p, k, E, a, a, h). 
(ii) If fE Lp+c[a, b], 1 < p-c m, s>O, k>l and O<cr<k, then for 
n31 
S:(f), 6 Cn a i (v + 1)’ ‘R,,(f),, E. 
“=O 
V. A. Popov [3] obtained connection between the rational uniform 
approximation of functions and the polynomial L, (p > 1) approximation 
of their derivatives. In [4, 51 we have proved some connections between 
the rational and spline approximations of functions and their derivatives in 
different L, metrics. Yu. A. Brudnyi [6] announced some results, which are 
closely connected to ours. 
The main result of this paper is announced in [7]. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following improvement of the 
estimate (1). 
THEOREM 2.1. If .fEL,[a,b], l<p<~o, k31 and cc>O, then for 
n3max{l, k- I} 
R,(f), d Cn-” i v”-‘S(U),, (2) 
Y= 1 
where C = C(p, k, ~1). 
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Moreover, tf we put f(x) = 0 for x E ( - co, c~)\[a, b], then for n 3 k - 1 
where C= C(p,k,cc). 
Clearly the estimates (2) and (3) do not hold true for p = co. 
COROLLARY 2.1. lf Sk(f), = O(n)‘), 1 < p < co, y > 0, then R,(f), = 
O(n -‘). 
Theorem 2.1 can be used successfully in more general situations but for 
rates of convergence not better than O(nPY). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf SE(f), = O(nYo(n-I)), where 1 d p < co, k3 1, 
y > 0, and w is any increasing on [0, co) function which tends to zero as 
6 + 0+ and ~(26) < 246) for 6 b 0 then R,(f), = O(n0’w(n’)). 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following statement: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let cp E S(k, m, [a, b]), where k > 1, m 3 1 and [a, b] is 
an arbitrary compact interval, and let 1 d p < co. Put q(x) =0 for 
x E ( - co, co)\[a, b]. Then for each A> 0 there is a rational function R such 
that 
deg R<Dmln2 
and 
where D = D(p, k) > 1. 
The same statement in another form: In the above assumptions the 
following estimate holds true for n 2 1: 
RAcp, (--co, ~)),d2exp -C f IIqlILpCu,b,, 
{ Ji 
where C = C(p, k) > 0. 
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In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let QgHk, k30, l<p<a, und let A=[a,h] he an 
arbitrary compact interval. Then ,for each 2 > 0 there is a rational,function R 
such that 
degRdDln* @+;I , 
i .> 
and 
D=D(p,k), 
for x<u 
.for x E A 
,fi)r x 3 h 
is the distance f?om the point x to the interval A and I A( = h - a. 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is based on the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.2. If Q E H,, k 3 0, 1 < p < co and A = [ - h, h], b > 0, then 
for .Y E (- ~(3, GO)\A 
where C = C(k). 
Proof: Lemma 3.2 follows immediately from the following well-known 
inequalities: 
(i) If QE H,, then for (xl 3 1 
IQ(x)1 d llQll~>,.~ I, I,ITL(x)I d IlQlll.,, ,.1,(/x1 +&=J” 
d2klIQll.., ,.,,14k> 
where T,(x) = cos(k arccos x) for 1x1 < 1; see [S J. Consequently, if Q E H,, 
then for 1.~1 3 b 
Lxlk -= IQ(x)I G 2”llQll L, r ~1 hk 
22k //Qll..(~, X ’ 
(Alk ’ I’. 
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(ii) If QE H,, then 
LEMMA 3.3. Ifa>O,0<6<1,0<y<l andr>O,r-integer, then there 
is a rational function CT such that 
(4) 
O<l -o(x)6y for 1.x d d- 6d, (5) 
Y for 1x1 3 d-t 6d (6) 
and 
Ode(x)< 1 for .xE(-a, a), (7) 
where B> 1 is an absolute constant. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 in [9] it follows that if 0 <E < 4 and n >, 1 then the 
rational function S(x) = P(x)/P( -x), P(x) = ny= , (x - cl’“), SE R,, 
satisfies 
and 
where C,, C2 > 0 are absolute constants. 
Using the notations above, put 
1 
“=T-T-@+ 
n= 
1 
a1(x)=s2(x)((1 -x)/(1 +x))Zr+ 1’ 
where [x] denotes the integer part ofx. 
Obviously 
(8) 
(9) 
degcr,=2n+2r<B,ln (10) 
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where B, > 0 is an absolute constant. By (8) and the choice of E and n we 
get forxE[-1, -c]~[-1, -d/2] 
lo,(x)l d 
(1 +.4”< a1 -t.K)” <(, +x)2’y 
S(x) 
i 
-1 2C2n 
ill) 
exp ln( l/s)j 
and by (9) we get for XE [e, I] =J [d/2, 1] 
l-x 2r 
I1 -o,(x)1 = 
SZ(x) l+x ( ) ( 1 
s*(x) 1s.u 
--x 1 2r+ ,<(l-x)‘Ls’(x)~(l -x)*‘y (12) 1 
Clearly 
Oda,(x)dl for x~(-cD, m). 
Consider the rational function 
(13) 
a(x)= O,(cp(~~)), 
d*-x2 
v(x) =-&p 
We shall show that c satisfies (4)-(7). Indeed, by (10) we obtain 
dega=2dega,<2B,ln e+z In e+- +4r 
i 7 ( :) 
=Bln(e+i)ln(e+-!-)+4r, 
i.e., CT satisfies (4). Obviously, (13) implies (7). It remains to show that 0 
satisfies (5) and (6). Clearly, the function cp is even, strictly decreasing on 
CO, a), cp(O) = 1, v(d) =O, rim., +m q(x) = -1. Since cp(d- 6d) 2 6/2 and 
rp(d+ 6d) < -612, then 
s/2 < q(x) d 1 for 1x1 6d-6d (14) 
- 1 Q q(x) d -6/2 for 1x1 3d+6d. (15) 
By (12) and (14) we get 06 1 -o.(x)<y for 1x1 ,<d-6d, i.e., 0 satisfies (5). 
By (11) and (15) we obtain 
Oda(x)<(l +.(x))*‘y=(-&)2ii<($& 
for 1x1 3 d + 6d, i.e., r~ satisfies (6). u 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. Without loss of generality we shall assume that 
A = C-b, b]. If 13 1, then the rational function R = 0 satisfies the 
requirements of Lemma 3.1. 
Let 0 < A < 1. Consider the rational function 
R=.Q, 
where g is the rational function from Lemma 3.3 with 6 = ip/2, 
d=b/(l+6), y=A, r=k+l. 
By (4) we get 
degR<dego+degQ<Bln 
<Bln(r+$)ln(e++)+4(k+l)+k 
and hence 
B, = B,b, k). (16) 
Now we estimate IlQ - Rl( Lp(Aj. By (5) we obtain 
IQ(X)--R(X)1 =(l -dx))lQ(x)l <lblQ(x)l for 1x1 Gd-6d=sb. (17) 
If d-ad6 1x1 <d+6d, i.e., ((1 -S)/(l +6)) b< Ix/ <b, then by (7) and 
Lemma 3.2 we get 
IQ(x)- R(x)1 < IQ(x)1 < C(k) < c,(k)+++ (18) 
Using (17) and (18) we obtain 
(s--h 
I/P 
/lQ-RILp~~~= b IQb-R(x)lPdx > 
l/P = ~l(l~hl;ll+~~~b+j(ll-6):(l+b)lh +Jb 
-b -((1-6)lll+fi))h ((I - 6)/(1 +6))h 
d C2~llQll,,,,,. 
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Hence 
IIQ - Rll L,,(.u d ~‘~~~IlQll I,p,,,)r c2 = C,(p, k). (19) 
If j.xj > h, using (6), Lemma 3.2 and the fact that 4r 3 k + 4 we obtain 
Hence 
lR(-~)l G C(k) 
IAI 
> 
4 4lQll Lpcdl 
ldl +p(x, d) (Al”P for 1x1 >h. (20) 
The estimates (16), ( 19), and (20) prove Lemma 3.1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume that cp E S(k, m, [a, b]), k > 1, m 2 1. 
Then there are points x0 = a < x, < ... < .Y,,~ = h such that for each i 
(1 6 id m) there is polynomial Q, E H, , such that q(x) = Qi(x) for x E 
t-y> ,, x,). We put q(x) =0 for XE ( -CC, KI)\>[u, b]. Let %> 0 and 
l<p<z0. 
In what follows we shall use the following notations: A = [a, b], 
A, = ( - %d, Ai= Cx, ,r.qlr i = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
A 111 + I = IX,,> m )7 A = (llcpll LpcA,lm)’ I’.
Without loss of generality we shall assume that IIqjlLpCd,) #O for 
i = 1 , 2 ,..., m. 
Now we apply Lemma 3.1 for the function cp in each interval A, 
(1 d i < m) with ,I, = kI/llqll LP(d,j. We obtain that for each i (1 d ib m) 
there is a rational function R, such that 
deg R, d D In2 (e+-$)=Dln2(e+“‘~~““), (21) 
and 
> 
4 iA 
lA,( ‘,‘p for XE( -30, co)\A,, (23) 
where D = D(p, k) > 0. 
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We shall show that the rational function R = Cy= 1 Ri satisfies the 
requirements of Theorem 3.2. First we estimate deg R. To this end we use 
(21) and the facts that the function ln*(e +x) is concave on [0, co) and 
ln*(e + x) < 4 ln2(e + x”) for x > 0. We get 
degR< 2 degRid f Dh* e+ 
,=I i 
II cp II 
I=1 
iyA’) 
Thus we have 
D, = D,(P, k). (24) 
It remains to estimate 11~ - RI1 LpC ~,z ,. We need some notations. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We shall call the set of intervals {A,: i, < v < i, }, 
1 < i, d i, < m + 1, a left class of interval or briefly a left class, if I A,/ < I Ai, I 
for v=iO, i,+ l,..., i, - 1 and /A,,~,) 3 lA,,l. 
We shall suppose that lAOI = 1A,+11 > lA,l, v= 1, 2 ,..., m. 
By Q we shall denote the set of all left classes of intervals. 
Some Properties of the left classes of intervals. (a) If K, FE Q, then 
K n R= @ or Kc k or k-c K. Therefore the relation Kc K realizes order 
in the set Q with the final element the left class {A,: 1 d v <m + 1 }. 
(b) For each i (1 < i < m + 1) there is exactly one left class K, E L2 
such that the interval Ai is the last interval is Kj, i.e., Ki = {A,: i, < v < i}. 
In what follows we shall use this notation. Thus there is one to one 
mapping of the set {A,,: 1 < v <m + 1 } on the set Q. Consequently, the 
number of the elements of Sz is m + 1. 
(c) If KEQ and A;EK (1 <i<m+l), then K,cK. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We shall call the left class K left subclass of first order 
of the left class K, if Rc K, K # K and there is no class K* E 52, K* # K 
such that Rc K* c K, i.e., K follows k immediately. 
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By 52, (1 < i< m + 1) we shall denote the set of all subclasses of first 
order of the left class Kj and by pi the number of the elements of Q,. 
(d) We have for i=l,2,...,m+l 
Ki= u Ku{A,j. 
KER, 
More exactly, for each i (1 < i< m + 1) there are indexes 0 djo < 
j, < ... <j,,=i- 1 so that 
K,= {A,:j,+ 1 <s<i} = u K,\,u {A,}: 
5’ = I 
Qi= {&: 1 <v</.L~}, 
K,>,= {A,: jV...l + 1 <s<jj,} 
Hence [Ajo1 2 lAil > Idi,/ 3 IAj,l 3 ... 3 IA,ia,l and IA,,1 < IAJ for 
S=j,-, + 1, j, ~ 1 + 2 )...) j,, - 1 ; V = 1) 2 )..., /L,. 
(e) Each class KEQ, K# K,,,+, = {A”: 1 <v<m+ l}, is a left sub- 
class of first order of some left class and therefore Q = UT:,’ Q, u {K, + , }. 
On the otherhand L?, n Q, = @ for i # j. Consequently, 
m+l 
i;, Pt=m. (25) 
The properties (a) - (e) of the left classes follow immediately by the 
definitions. 
Analogously (more exactly symmetrically) we introduce the notions right 
class of intervals and right subclass of first order of some right class. We 
shall denote by Q* the set of all right classes, by KT the right class in which 
Ai is the first interval (0 < i < m), by sZ* the set of all right subclass of first 
of KT and by ~Ljc the number of the elements in Q,*. The right classes have 
properties symmetrical to the properties (a)-(e). We formulate only the 
following property: 
,% P* = m. (26) 
We need the following lemmas, where we use the notations introduced 
above. 
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LEMMA 3.4. The following inequality holds true .for 1 6 i d m: 
where C = C( p, k). 
Prooj Let Ki = (A,,: i, < v < i}. If i, = i, then the estimate (27) follows 
by (23) immediately. 
Let i,, < i and x 3 x,. By (23) we obtain 
By the definition of left class it follows that Jd,l < /A,/, v = i,, i,+ l,..., i- 1. 
Denote 
Gm~,= (v: 2 -“IA;1 <IA,/ <2 r+‘lA,l}, r = 1, 2,.... 
Clearly, for r 3 1 
.s= I s2--‘iA,/ + \A;\ +-x-.x, (2-‘\A;\)“” 
2 ‘/A,1 4 
t.2p’lA,l + IA,1 +.x-xi 
dt 
Consequently 
3 1 
(A;(“p’ C = C(P, k). I 
The importance of the notations introduced will become clear by the 
following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.5. The Jollowing c~stimutr hoI& trw ,for i = 2, 3,..., m + 1 : 
rvhere C = C(p, k). 
Proof Let 2 < i < m + 1. By the property (d) of the left classes of inter- 
vals it follows that there are indexes 0 bjo < j, < . < jl,, = i - 1 so that 
K,={d,,:j,+l<s<i}= cilj K,,u{d,), 
K,>= fd,:j,. , + 1 <S&j, 
Q,== {K,,: 1 <v</A,}. 
Hence 
IA,“1 2 IA;/ > Id,,1 3 Id,,/ 3 “. a lP,,,J, Id,1 < Id,,1 
for .s=.j,,_, + l,j,. , + 2 ,...) j,, - 1 ; v = 1) 2 )...) p, 6’8) 
We have 
=I, +z,. 
First we estimate I, using (23) and the fact that lAjoj 3 jd,l; see (28). We 
obtain for x E A, 
Denote 
<DAA f ( IA,,/ > 
4 1 
,,=I C<?=,, IA51 +x--xi-l /dvI1’p’ 
G,= {v: 2’/4,,1 < IA,1 <2’+‘jA,,l, 1 dv< j,>, 
r=O, +l, +2 ,.... 
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Clearly, for Y 2 0, x E A i we have 
24 
’ 2’lQf,l ‘/P 
W’,,l 
t~2’~A,,~ +x-x,+, 
25 
’ 2’/“~4,,~ ‘lP’ 
If r< -1, then 
4 
,,&L,, ,A,;;l;x-x,-, I& > 
<f ( 2’+ ‘IA,,1 > 4 1 
.I=, ~~2’14,,l+l~,~l+~-~i~’ (2’lAjol J”” 
24 zc 
’ 2’174 ‘i/J o I( 
274,,1 
t.2’lAj,,I + IAj”l +*x-Xx,- I j 
4 
dt 
23 
’ 2’:“(4,1 ‘/P 
2’lAj”l 
IA,,1 +x--x,-, 
> 3 6 23 . 2’3 ~ I/P)r 
IAjol I” 
Consequently 
Integrating we obtain 
1, =2”- 1 j,, ( f R,(x)~pdx<2”~‘(Ail s<CIdpAp, (29) 
1 “=I 10 
where C, = C,( p, k). 
Now we estimate I?. Using Lemma 3.4 we obtain 
1 ‘1’ H.J.+ -f ~ i ~.,,,,.c,,f(,A ,y;~~y,>)$/. (301 
I = ,,, + I ,=I >,=,, ,+I /i 
Denote J, = x, , + X(1’=, lA,,l, I= I, 2 ,..., p,, and J‘,(,+ , = s, , We have 
-y, I = Y,L< +I < .vp, < < ?‘I 
If .YE [y,, co), then by (28) and (30) we get 
I I I 
1 c 
I’ = ,,) + 
R,(.u) ,< 
I 
Hence 
Consequently 
.,=,+, 1 i CL,+, In,,l+,~-r,, 1 lWP 
=CIA{a,+cJ,j. 
First we estimate 0,. Denote 
G,= {cs: 2’14,,l d ld,,l <2”+‘/d,,l, 1 ds</}, r = 0, 1 ,.... 
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Using (28) we obtain 
IA,,1 3 1 
Xt=, IA,vI +X-J’,+, IAj,l”” 
Using (28) again we get 
IA,,1 
> 
3 1 
(s-l)lAj,l +X-J’Y,+I (A,,/ lip’ 
Consequently 
i- 1 
c 
Y = 10 + I (.T-i),A!;;:‘x-y,+, I\ 
where C, = C,(p, k). Now we take the L, norm and obtain 
)‘” &)‘“} 
Consequently, for I= 1, 2 ,..., p, 
R,,(x) ’ dx < C6/lPAP, 
Combining this estimate with (31) we get 
C, = GAP, k). 
< C(,uL, + 1) IPAP, C= C(P, k). I 
The following lemma can be proved in a simalar (symmetrical) way. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Thp Jdlov,ing rstimutr hoi& trur for i = 0. I,..., m - I : 
Ii 
,,I 
C R,,(.u) ” dx d C(,uL,* + 1 ) i”A/‘, 
4, ,,--I+, 
where C = C( p, k). 
Completion of the Proqf of Theorem 3.1. Using (22), (25), (26), and 
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 we obtain 
63 C(pLo*+l)APAP+ 2 (C(p,+l)IPAP+DPIZPAP 
i i= I 
1 ‘P 
+ C(pLp + 1) APAP))+ C(p,+, + 1) i”A” 
Consequently 
llv - RllLp( ,,‘,,~C~llcpI/,~Ca.h,, C = C(p, k). 
This estimate together with (24) establishes Theorem 3.1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let qrn E S(k, m, [a, h]) and cp,,, satisfies 
IIf’- (Pmll L/Ad) = Rxf JP> m>l, d=[a,b]. For i>l we have cpzS-(pzl IE 
S(k, 2’+ ‘, A) and 
Using Theorem 3.1 and the function (p2, - (~~~~1 with A= 2” ‘I3 we obtain 
that there is a rational function R, such that 
deg R, < D2’+ ’ ln*(e + 2’” ‘I’), D = D(p, k) > 1, (32) 
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and 
Let s > 0 be an integer. Consider the rational function R = C;=o Ri, 
where R, = rp, E H, ~, . First we estimate deg R. By (32) we obtain 
N=degR< f; deg R,< i D.2’+’ ln2(e + 2(S-“a) + k - 1 
i=O i=O 
.A. 
<D,(cc+ l)* 1 2’(s-i)*<D,(a+ 1)‘.2”. 
,=I 
Consequently 
N = deg R < Dz(a + 1 )22”, D, = D,(P, k). (34) 
Now estimate I/f‘- RIl+,). By (33) we get 
IV- q(A) 
62 z + 1 . 2 -3% i 2i=sl;,(f), 
i=o 
2’ 
<22a+1 
\ .2 -sz c v1 ‘s:(f),. 
v=l 
Hence, by (34) and the estimates above it follows that for each ~30 
where N< D,(a + l)*. 2’, D2 = D,(p, k) > 1. 
NowletnZmax{l,k-l}.IfndA=D,(a+l)*,then 
R,(f),dR,-,(f‘),~s:(f),~A”n-” i v”-%;(f),. 
“=l 
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Consequently 
R,,(f‘),, 6 c, n 2 2 vz ‘q(.f),’ for max{l.k-l)<ndA, (36) 
I’ r I 
where C, = C,(p, k). 
Let n > A. We choose s > 0 such that A. 2” <n <A .2’+ ‘. Then by (35) 
we obtain 
2’ 
d C*(p, k, a) n -I i vn ‘s:(f),. 
1’ = , 
These estimates together with (36) imply (2). The estimate (3) can be 
proved in a similar way. 1 
Proof’ ef‘ Corollur~) 2.2. Since 426) < 246) for S 3 0, then w(U) 6 
2(1. + 1) w(6) for I., 6 > 0. Now if fg L,[a, h] and S:(f),, < C, n-‘o(n ‘), 
1 < p < co, then using Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
Uf I,, d Cn ’ i r’c,v Yo(V’) ,s _ , 
for cr>,y+2. 1 
Remark 3.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on Lemma 3.3. Clearly, 
this lemma can be used successfuly for the uniform rational approximation 
of functions with finite support on (-co, co). It is easy to see that 
Lemma 3.3 implies the following estimate: If 
v(x) = 1 - 1x1 for 1x1 d 1, 
q(x) = 0 for 1x1 > 1 
then 
R,(cp, (-cc, r;o)),= O(ep“L”), c>o, 
where 
(37) 
R,(cp, (-a, m)h= inf sup IV(X) - R(x)l. 
RtR, rt(-J;.X) 
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The estimate (37) generalizes the well-known result of D. Newman [lo]: 
&(1x\, [ - 1, l]),-= O(ecJ) to the interval (-co, co). 
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